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LAUNCESTON HASH HOUSE HARRIERS
A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2312 26 Morley Rd Trevallyn Hare: Inlet

Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2312 Inlets Never at Benson Crt Again Run”
The Pack gathered for a 6.32PM start on a reasonable balmy night, “ Make the most of it boys as the nights are
drawing in, head out the gate the rest is self explanatory. “ Ahhh one place comes to a bit of a halt just work it out.!!
So the pack headed out all very enthusiastic but at walking pace!! As usual Thumbs and Rickshaw started off as they
saw the run head down an easement and into some freshly cleared vegetation headed to Pitt Avenue. A check had
them looking with a sneaky FT in Morley Road with the run headed into the Hydro Village and up Gray Street, many
of the old Hydro places now having a restoration to 2018 standard. The chatter continued with the Hashers going
into the park only to exit back on Pitt Avenue. Now it was a Road Run to Cherry Road and another check. A quick find
by the boys headed up Pitt Avenue to Reatta Road. Bugsy was happily snapping different groups of Hashers and earwigging the conversations!! An easy pace so far but Abba and the Horn trailed behind , the tunes must have been
good as the Loud Horn was echoing around the neighbourhood , pity its only a few weeks to go now that he has
mastered it!! Scary became to front runner being refreshed from not much work, but the pack was not far behind as
the climb up Reatta Road continued. The talk now was as to how far it would go but relief was in sight and a sigh
from Loggy and Fingers as it entered the bush again under the power lines. Of course Sheila was in high spirits again
explaining to the Hashers all about the Hydro days nearly that long ago his memory is failing. The views were good
looking down the Tamar Valley as they crossed the flat area behind the new houses in a recent subdivision.
A decent looked like where the run was headed but the way down was a bit confusing as Inlet had tried to keep the
run in the scrub rather than on a track and as per directions a little bit of initiative was required which threw most of
the Hashers into a spin....... the bonus was now that it was all down hill. On to the back of the Park with Bendover
and Fingers relieved to be back on the flat which was along the top of the Village to find an “ On Home “ at the
Roundabout below Rowthorn Road, all Hashers relieved the run did not venture up that hill.!!
After the photo session at the On Home it was only a short walk back to the Block , to a raging fire and good pouring
beer. A good well marked run getting all Hashers back in an hour.

ON ON
The state election is out of the way as is the LH3 committee election, the complex Hare Clark count back
has been finalised and audited. The new committee for 2018 [ The Committee that wont be compromised ]
G.M: Blakey
J.M: Slomo
Monk: Sheep Dip
Hash Cash: Hash Pash
Hash Hops: Scary
Web Wanker: Bugsy
Hash Horn: Thumbs
Trail Master: Fingers
Lip: Loggie
It’s a free night tonight, burgers and snags, the election formalities are out of the way as are the ON
DOWNS and the raffle. The barby is fired up Pash has bought twenty loaves of bread 16 slices per burger
and 3 per sausage. Never let it be said LH3 do not deliver the goods on a free night

On Downs:
Fingers, Thumbs: Duly elected as next years Trail Master and Hash Horn
Electric Eric: Leaving his bag under the tracks of Tyles digger got squashed when Tyles moved the digger
Inlet: The Hare

The Walkabout Monks [Boong] Rigged Raffle
Sprocket: Bag lollies
Scary: Can engine degreaser
Tyles: Bottle cheap cats piss
Inlet: Six pack Boags
Boong: $200.00 Bunnings gift voucher

The J.M’s 2018 LH3 COMPULSORY FOOTY TIPPING COMP
PRIZES TO 1St 2nd &3rd
PRIZE MONEY PENDING NUMBERS
WEEKLY WINNER 6-PACK
END OF SEASON PISS UP
FILL IN ALL AT ONCE OR EMAIL WEEKLY
rea68810@bigpond.net.au
TEXT 0418137627
POINTS MARGIN ON 1st GAME OF
WEEK
COST $70.00 for the year

Do you know what
COMPULSORY
means

The New 2017 Committee The Committee that “Takes Control”
GM: Rickshaw JM: Bendover, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Boong, Trail Master: Delly, Horn: Abba, Lip: Inlet, Scribe: Run report is
now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
13th March Rowland Cres Summerhill Hare: Fingers
20th March Gladman St. Hare: Sheep Dip

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 15 h March Drummond Cres Perth Hare : Worm
Joke of the Week

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Is it true Derbs thought the
changeover dinner was last
week

I heard he went
there last Friday
ready for a feed

I think I should
ring Derbs and
tell him its Friday
the 23rd

